
Third Strike Charlie Fox: A Comprehensive
Guide to the Ultimate Rushdown Character
In the electrifying realm of fighting games, Street Fighter III: Third Strike
stands as a masterpiece, renowned for its lightning-fast gameplay and
iconic cast of characters. Among them, Charlie Fox holds a special place
as the epitome of the rushdown playstyle, a relentless attacker who
overwhelms opponents with a barrage of high-speed strikes.

This comprehensive guide will delve into the depths of Third Strike Charlie
Fox, exploring his unique abilities, strategies, and legacy within the world of
competitive fighting games.
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Charlie Fox is a military operative of the United States Air Force, a skilled
pilot, and a formidable martial artist. He possesses exceptional speed,
agility, and a relentless determination to strike down his foes.

In Third Strike, Charlie Fox excels at overwhelming opponents with a
variety of quick and damaging attacks. His playstyle revolves around
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aggressive zoning and relentless pressure, forcing opponents to constantly
react and defend.

Strengths

Incredible speed and mobility

Powerful rushdown capabilities

Excellent zoning tools

Solid neutral game

Access to the powerful "Sonic Blade" Super Art

Weaknesses

Lightweight and susceptible to chip damage

Less effective against defensive characters

Limited anti-air options

Predictable rushdown patterns

Techniques

Charlie Fox's arsenal of techniques empowers him to dominate the
battlefield with a relentless assault.

Normals

Standing Light Punch: A quick and versatile poke.

Standing Medium Punch: A longer-reaching punch with more
damage.



Standing Heavy Punch: A powerful strike with high knockback.

Crouching Light Kick: A low-hitting poke with good range.

Crouching Medium Kick: A faster and shorter-range low.

Crouching Heavy Kick: A powerful and damaging low.

Specials

Spin Knuckle: Charlie Fox rushes forward with a spinning punch,
creating a projectile that deals chip damage.

Cannon Spike: A downward slam with both feet, excellent for mixing
up opponents and creating pressure.

Sonic Boom: Charlie Fox fires a projectile that travels full screen,
keeping opponents at bay and setting up rushdowns.

Slide Show: A low-profile slide that allows Charlie Fox to move
through projectiles and create distance.

Trooper Head: A powerful overhead strike that can break through
armor.

Supers

Sonic Boom Overdrive: A powered-up version of Sonic Boom that
deals increased damage and stuns opponents.

Sonic Blade: Charlie Fox charges forward with a rapid series of
strikes, dealing immense damage and concluding with an unstoppable
blow.

Strategies



To master Third Strike Charlie Fox, players must embrace his aggressive
rushdown approach.

Rushdown Tactics

Charlie Fox's gameplan revolves around constantly pressuring opponents
with his quick attacks and special moves. Players should utilize his Spin
Knuckle and Cannon Spike to close the distance, mixing up their approach
with Slide Show and Trooper Head to keep opponents guessing.

Sonic Boom plays a crucial role in Charlie Fox's zoning game. By firing
Sonic Booms at precise intervals, players can chip away at opponents'
health while creating openings for rushdowns.

Neutral Game

In the neutral game, Charlie Fox excels at controlling space and dictating
the pace of the match. His long-range Sonic Boom and Spin Knuckle allow
him to keep opponents at bay while scouting for opportunities to strike.

Charlie Fox's Slide Show is also a valuable tool in neutral, allowing him to
dodge projectiles, mix up his approach, and create distance when needed.

Anti-Air Options

While Charlie Fox does not possess the best anti-air options, he has
strategies to counter aerial attacks.

His Crouching Heavy Kick is a solid low-profile anti-air, while his Spin
Knuckle can be angled upwards to intercept approaching opponents. In
addition, Charlie Fox's Sonic Boom can be used as a preemptive anti-air,
knocking opponents out of the air before they can attack.



Matchups

Charlie Fox's rushdown style creates favorable matchups against certain
characters, while struggling against others.

Favorable Matchups

Ryu: Ryu lacks effective tools to deal with Charlie Fox's pressure and
zoning.

Ken: Similar to Ryu, Ken struggles to keep up with Charlie Fox's
speed and aggression.

Akuma: While Akuma is powerful, Charlie Fox can use his zoning
tools to keep him at bay and punish his slow attacks.

Unfavorable Matchups

Dhalsim: Dhalsim's long-range attacks and zoning capabilities make it
difficult for Charlie Fox to get close.

Gill: Gill's strong defensive abilities and powerful Supers pose a
significant challenge for Charlie Fox.

Yun: Yun's lightning-fast attacks and mobility allow him to outpace
Charlie Fox in the rushdown game.

Legacy

Third Strike Charlie Fox has left an enduring mark on the fighting game
community.

As one of the most iconic rushdown characters of all time, Charlie Fox's
aggressive playstyle inspired a generation of players. His relentless



pressure and devastating Super Art set a benchmark for rushdown
gameplay.

In competitive play, Charlie Fox has always been a force to be reckoned
with. Top players like Valle and Daigo Umehara have showcased his
immense potential, winning numerous tournaments with his rushdown
prowess.

Beyond Third Strike, Charlie Fox has also made appearances in other
Street Fighter games, including the Street Fighter IV and V series. While
his playstyle has evolved slightly over time, he remains a formidable
rushdown character, embodying the essence of aggressive and relentless
fighting.

Third Strike Charlie Fox stands as a testament to the power and excitement
of rushdown gameplay. His unparalleled speed, aggressive zoning, and
devastating Super Art make him a force to be reckoned with on the
battlefield.

Whether you're a seasoned fighting game veteran or a newcomer looking
to master the rushdown playstyle, Charlie Fox offers an unforgettable
experience that will leave you exhilarated and eager for more.
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